Lubricate and Size your Cast Bullets

Lyman 4500 Bullet Sizer Lubricator Press:
Lyman’s 4500 Luber Sizer features a solid one piece bottom casting, sold with or without the cartridge heater, which may be added later. Black powder bullets use soft lubricant. Hard lubricants, for smokeless powder, need heat. A long ball knob handle gives high leverage for sizing and lubricating the largest bullets. Complete with a gas check seater, and one complimentary Lyman bullet lubricant stick.

#Lyman-Luber bullet luber sizer press, no heater only $175.99
#Lyman-Luber-H bullet luber-sizer press, 110V heater only $183.99
#Lyman-Luber-HX bullet luber-sizer press, 220V export only $188.99

Lyman Mag 20 Electric Furnace ......................... #Lyman-Mag-20
This full 20 pound capacity pot is ideal for all casting needs. It features an easy-to-use bottom pour valve system, and an adjustable mould guide for single or multiple cavity mould use. Powerful 800 watt heat element melts 20 pounds of cold metal in 20 minutes. The open top allows you to cast bullets in a stubborn mold, using a hand ladle, sold separately. A durable industrial grade thermostat, with indicator light, provides accurate repeatability, and controlled temperature.

#Lyman-Mag-20 electric furnace, 110 volt only $345.99

Lyman Mag Dipper Casting Furnace .................... #Lyman-Mag-C
Designed for ladle casting only, our open top pot has 20 pound capacity, a proven heating system, rugged construction, and a wide tip resistant base. Large dippers will fit easily in this 4-3/8” diameter pot.

#Lyman-Mag-C electric furnace, 110 volt only $275.99

Lyman Lead Melting Pot .................................. #Lyman-Pot
Made of cast iron with convenient pour spout. This lead pot allows the bullet caster to use any source of heat for melting his lead alloy. Nominal pot capacity is ten pounds. The flat bottom helps prevent tipping.

#Lyman-Pot cast iron melting pot only $13.50

Lyman Bullet Dipper, right and left hand ................ #Lyman-Ladle
The cast iron Carver’s bullet ladle is shaped for easy, accurate pouring and prevents air pockets in the finished bullet. Use it to stir molten lead alloy. The wooden handle now mounts for left or right hand use, and stays cool.

#Lyman-Ladle bullet casting dipper only $20.49

Lyman Ingot Mould ........................................... #Lyman-Ingot
Useful when melting scrap lead, emptying your furnace, or blending alloys. Each mould forms four easy-to-use ingots that stack easily and weigh approximately 1 pound each. Sides have a 30° draft for easy release. The wooden handle is comfortable, but wear gloves when melting lead.

#Lyman-Ingot ingot mold with handle only $20.49

Lyman Casting Thermometer ........................... #Lyman-Thermometer
This stainless steel thermometer is calibrated for temperatures from 200°F to 1000°F. The six inch stem will easily fit deep melting pots.

#Lyman-Thermometer Lyman casting thermometer only $39.99

Lyman Load Data Series:
Now Lyman’s load data is available by caliber or category in handy books. The Load Data Books are ideal for the reloader who only wants to reload for selected calibers. Like all Lyman Handbooks, these cover all popular brands of powder, primers and bullets, both jacketed and cast bullets. They are the perfect way to survey which components and loads to select before reloading any new cartridge.

Lyman Load Data booklets are inexpensive and precise. They include:
- #Book-LD-12-GA 12 gauge 2-3/4 Target & Field Loads
- #Book-LD-BBRC Big Bore Rifle Calibers, including the .375 H&H, .416 Rigby, .416 Weatherby, .458 Win, .460 Weatherby.
- #Book-LD-CARC Classic American Rifles, including the .30-30 Win, .40-65 Win, .40-70 Sharps Straight, .405 Win, .45-90 Win, .45-100 Sharps, .45-110 Sharps, .45-120 Sharps.
- #Book-LD-OMC Old Military Calibers, including the 30 M1, 7.62x39 Russian, 7.62x54-R Russian, 7.65 Argentine Mauser, .303 British, 8mm Mauser.
- #Book-LD-PR Popular Revolvers, including the .38 Special, .357 Magnum, .44 Magnum, .45 Colt
- #Book-LD-SG Shotguns, including lead shot data for the .20 gauge 2-3/4”, 28 gauge 2-3/4”, .410 bore 3”, .410 bore 2-1/2”.
- #Book-LD-# Lyman Load Data booklets only $5.99